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INTERPOLATING HIGH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
FORMULAS 
P. BOGACKI and L. F. SHAMPINE 
Mathematics Department, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX 75275, U.S.A. 
Abslract--A Runge-Kutta formula becomes inefficient when the step size must be reduced often to 
produce answers at specified points. Recently, a lot of effort has been devoted to providing Runge-Kutta 
formulas with an "interpolation" capability so that answers can be produced inexpensively throughout 
the span of a step. Though quite successful atlow and moderate orders, interpolation f high-order 
formulas i still unsatisfactory. A new approach to the task is presented in the context of interpolating 
an important pair of orders 7and 8 due to Prince and Dormand [J. Comput. appl. Math. 7, 67-75 (1981)]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Runge-Kutta formulas and Adams methods are the most popular and effective ways to solve the 
non-stiff initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs): 
y ' (x )=f (x ,y ) ,  a <~x <~b, y(a) given. (1) 
Although a Runge-Kutta formula may involve (much) more work per step than an Adams method, 
it competes because it can take a (much) bigger step. Traditionally, Runge-Kutta methods produce 
an approximate solution only at the end of a step. To approximate he solution at a specific point, 
it is necessary to shorten the step size so that a code will step to this point. Adams methods handle 
this matter quite differently. They are based on a polynomial interpolant valid throughout the span 
of a step, and to approximate the solution at a specific point a code will step past it and simply 
evaluate the interpolant there. Because the Runge-Kutta formula cannot in this circumstance use 
as big a step size as the accuracy requirement would permit, it is inefficient compared to an Adams 
method. When answers are required at a great many specific points, Runge-Kutta formulas are 
not competitive. For this reason there has been quite a lot of research devoted to providing 
Runge-Kutta formulas with an interpolation capability (see, for example Refs [1-5] and references 
therein). 
Some Runge-Kutta formulas produce accurate results not just at the end of a step, but at 
intermediate points, too. By evaluating f in equation (1), accurate approximations to the derivative 
of the solution are also available at these intermediate points. It is natural to interpolate this data 
to approximate the solution throughout the step. Unfortunately, most formulas either do not 
produce accurate intermediate values, or do not produce nough values to yield an interpolant of 
the same order of accuracy as the formula. To get these values, stages are added to the formula. 
It turns out that it is easy to get interpolants of a low order of accuracy. Indeed, there is then the 
freedom to look for interpolants that preserve properties like monotonicity and convexity [3]. At 
present he most widely used codes involve formulas of orders 4 and 5. At these orders it is possible 
to get accurate interpolants with one or two extra evaluations of f. This is an acceptable cost 
because it is incurred only on those steps for which interpolation is required, and it is independent 
of the number of results required within the span of the step. Computer assistance, improved 
technique and a better understanding of quality have led to formulas of higher order that are very 
effective. An outstanding example is the RK8(7)13FM pair of Prince and Dormand [6] that is of 
orders 7 and 8. It seems clear that orders higher than 4 and 5 will be increasingly common in widely 
used codes. Interpolation at orders greater than 5 is being studied [e.g. 2], but the task is challenging 
and the interpolants being proposed are comparatively expensive, especially at the higher orders. 
Indeed, they are so expensive that some researchers are resorting to information from preceding 
steps to reduce the cost. This is unattractive because one of the virtues of Runge-Kutta methods 
is that they do not rely on previously computed solutions. In this paper we present a different 
approach to interpolation of high-order Runge-Kutta formulas. 
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There is no question that one can construct interpolants for any Runge-Kutta formula without 
any extra evaluations of f,  the difficulty is in obtaining interpolants of the same order as the 
formula. Our approach is to work with a lower-order interpolant. We are not interested in order 
per se, rather in computing solutions that are as accurate as the user of the code specifies. To 
accomplish this we need not only an interpolant but also a way to estimate its accuracy. At each 
step the code predicts the biggest step size that will yield the specified accuracy. If an answer is 
required at a point Xout within the span of this step, the traditional scheme is to shorten the step 
size so as to step to this point. In our approach, we also predict the biggest step size that would 
allow our interpolant to yield the specified accuracy anywhere in the span of the step. If we can 
step past Xout with this step size, we use it and interpolate for the value at Xout, otherwise we use 
the traditional scheme. The approach reduces the cost of producing answers at specific points with 
a code based on a high-order Runge-Kutta formula, but it does not eliminate the cost. We never 
do worse than using an efficient formula of lower order with a "free" interpolant, but the step size 
is selected for a lower-order esult so the integration is not as efficient as it would be without 
interpolation. At present one should not use a high-order Runge-Kutta formula if it is expected 
that a large fraction of the steps will be affected by requests for answers at specific points. 
Because of its importance, we have chosen to present our approach as applied to the 
RK8(7)13FM pair of Prince and Dormand [6]. After some preliminaries we discuss interpolation 
with this pair. It turns out to be possible to construct interpolants of order 5 that do not involve 
any additional evaluations of the differential equation. The estimation of error is crucial to our 
approach because we must be able to predict the largest step size for which the interpolant will 
yield the desired accuracy. Because it must be done whenever we get close to a specific point where 
an answer is desired, we must be able to predict with a minimal cost. Furthermore, the prediction 
must be done after a step with the basic pair. We aim to do interpolation and error estimation 
without additional evaluations of the differential equation. We have developed two schemes for 
the Prince-Dormand pair, one being of more general applicability than the other. The more 
specialized procedure is presented here because we believe it to be the more efficient. It is not really 
possible to compare our approach to the "standard" one because they are so different. In a last 
section we take up the issue of efficiency and argue that we have produced a scheme that is an 
effective one of its kind. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
We consider the initial value problem for a first-order system of ODEs: 
y'(x) =f(x,  y (x)), a <~ x <<. b. (2) 
Starting with the given value y (a), a Runge-Kutta scheme produces approximations ~ to y (x~) 
for a = x0 < x~ < x2 < . . . .  So as to estimate the error made, a pair of formulas is evaluated at each 
step from x~ to x, +1= x~ + h. These formulas have the form 
Yn+, = n+h ¢Z f,,k, (3a) 
i~1  
and 
where the stages kt are 
and 
Yn + 1 = ), + h ~, btki, (3b) 
i~ l  
k, =f(x . .  ¢.), 
ki = f (xn  + cih, f~, + h ;~ ai,jkj), i = 2, 3 . . . . .  s, (3c) 
i - I  
c, = ~, ai.j. (3d) 
j= l  
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The local solution u (x) is the solution of equation (2) that has the value 3~, at x.. The local error 
of formula (3a) is )3 +~ - u (x. + h). A Taylor series expansion of this local error leads, for smooth 
functions f, to 
hJ 
j - I  k= l  
Here the D~ ) are elementary differentials, products of partial derivatives of components of f, 
evaluated at (x,, f,). They depend only on the problem. The f~) are truncation error coefficients 
that depend only on the coefficients defining the formula. Explicit expressions for the truncation 
error coefficients may be found in Ref. [7]. The formula (3a) is of order p if the expansion of the 
local error begins with terms of order h p+~, i.e. the equations of condition 
f~)= 0, k = 1,2 . . . . .  rj, 
are satisfied for j  = l, 2 , . . . ,  p. We shall assume that the companion formula (3b) is of order q < p. 
With a pair of approximations to y (x, +t), there is a choice about the result o be used to advance 
the integration. Which choice is made does not affect our approach to interpolation, but to be 
specific, we suppose that the higher-order result ~,+l is used (local extrapolation). We must be 
specific because we wish to construct globally C ~ interpolants, hence we require the approximate 
value and slope at both ends of the interval [x,,x,+d. Accordingly, we must have the slope 
f(x,+ ~,)3 +~). As the expression for the first stage k~ shows, the first evaluation of the next step 
yields precisely this slope. The FSAL (First Same As Last) technique xploits this observation by 
making this evaluation in the current step for use in forming y, +1 and reusing the evaluation in 
the next step. If this technique is used by the pair of formulas for which we wish to provide an 
interpolation capability, we have the necessary slope already, and if it is not used, we add the 
evaluation of the slope to the current step as a last stage. One way or the other, in formulas (3) 
we shall always have 
c~ = 1, /~ = 0, a,,j =/;j, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  s - 1. (3e) 
3. INTERPOLATION 
For general use, the best high-order pair of formulas known to us is the RKS(7)I3FM pair 
developed by Prince and Dormand [6]. Our approach to interpolation is not restricted to a 
particular pair, but because of the importance of this pair, we present he approach as applied to 
it. Also, we do exploit the structure of the pair to interpolate at a higher order than might be 
possible with other pairs. This 13-stage pair does not use the FSAL technique, so proceeding as 
described at the end of Section 2, we have s = 14 and/~t4 = 0 in formulas (3e). 
Our objective is to develop an approximation )~.+o f y(x.  + ah) using information gathered 
while advancing from x. to x.+~ with the formulas (3). We compute )~.+. by a Runge-Kutta 
formula applied with step size ah. The trick is to construct his formula so that its stages are 
precisely those already formed for formulas (3). This is accomplished for each a # 0 by defining 
f,.+o = ft. + ah ~. [~,(a)k,, (4) 
i=1  
where the stages 
and 
k, =f (x . ,  33n), 
i - I  
ki =f (x .  + O, ah, ~. + ah ~., ~t,,ykl), 
j= l  
are the same as those of formulas (3) because we define 
ct = ci/a, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s, 
and 
i =2,3;  . . . .  s, 
~ij=aij/a, i =2,  3 . . . . .  s, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  i - 1. 
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The local error of )~,+o can be expanded for each 0* as 
,j 
: ,  +~ - u(x. + 0*h ) = ~ (0*h )j ~, ~)(0.) D~ ). (5) 
j= l  k=l  
Here only the coefficients ~)(0.) depend on the interpolating forr~)ula (4). In our situation all the 
parameters defining this formula are already specified except for bl (0.), b2(0.) . . . . .  /;14(a). Our first 
goal is to choose these parameters so as to make formula (4) of order m throughout the span of 
the step, i.e. V 0* in (0, 1]. From expansion (5) we see that for given 0., formula (4) is of order m 
if the following equations of condition are satisfied: 
f~)(a) = 0, k = l, 2 . . . . .  rj, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. (6) 
It turns out that with the parameters at our disposal, the highest order m that we can achieve V 0* 
in (0, l] is 5. There remains ome freedom in the choice of parameters. It would be natural to use 
these parameters to make the formula as accurate as possible. A difficulty revealed by expansion 
(5) is that the local error depends on the problem through the elementary differentials so that no 
choice is best for all problems. Despite this, it has bccn found quite useful to develop formulas 
that are accurate in the sense that the leading truncation error coefficients are about as small as 
possible [e.g. 5-7]• Our goal, then, is to make the quantity 
= 
l 
"small" V 0* in (0, 1]. 
It is shown in Rcf. [7] that the truncation error coefficients of the lower-order formula (3b) can 
be expressed as 
14 1 
z~ )= Z b i r~- - -  
i= t y~ )' 
where the r~,~ depend on the parameters a,,, and c, defining formulas (3), and the ~/) arc numbers 
that depend only onj and k. (In Ref. [7] the notation sty ) is used instead of z~).) A fact we require 
later is that 
r(k) _ ,.k-l/( k 1)! V k and i. i, 1 ~ I ' i  
The truncation error coefficients of the interpolant (4) are obtained easily from the expression for 
the z~/) (see Refs [6, 7] for details): 
14 0* j -  1 
0*J-' ~)(o')  = Z b'(0*) r~ - - - -  • 
Consistency of the formula requires that 
14 
= 1 - Z b,(0*). 
i=2  
To achieve order 5 for all relevant a, equations (6) require that b2(a) =-/~3(a) -- b4(0.) - b5(0.) =- O. 
Prince and Dormand [6] made a number of simplifying assumptions, as is customary when 
deriving high-order Rungc-Kutta formulas, that cause many of the equations of condition to be 
redundant. It turns out that the interpolant is of order 5 iff the remaining unknown functions 
/~(0.),/~7(0.) . . . .  ,/~,4(0.) satisfy the following system of four equations: 
2 
0 *2 





. . .  
rt ., 6,  ! • • ° 
(7) 
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The expression given earlier for these r~kl shows that this matrix is a scaled van der Monde matrix. 
Provided that the corresponding c~are different, we can therefore satisfy these equations by solving 
for four of the unknown b;(0.) in terms of the others, e.g. we can eliminate b6(0.), b7(0.), b8(0.) 
3x/114 -6.,'(6)" 3x/l14r~6.~ ... 3x /~r t ] ! ,  b6(0.) 3x/q-~ 
. . .  .-6,,,,7 b7(0.) 0., 
x /~ r~6~, v /H  r~6~, . . .  x /~ rl64!,, : = 7-~ x /~ , (8) 
.(6) r~6,)o rl~,2o /~,4(0.) 1 
~6, ,z0  • • • 
which because of the redundancies is equivalent to the system of all 20 equations of condition of 
order 6. Thus, if we could actually satisfy system (8) exactly, the interpolant would be of order 6. 
This turns out to be possible, but only for specific 0., namely the trivial cases of 0. = 0, 1 and the 
two non-trivial cases of 
0 .=2-+ 14" 
The fact that isolated results of order 6 are possible will prove useful in Section 4. 
A least squares olution of system (8) for each 0. leads to parameters/~i(0.) that are polynomials 
of degree 5 in 0.. The solution is not unique, but all solutions have 
i'6(0. ) = 9.158 x 10-510.2(0. - 1)2(140. 2 - 140. + 3)1. 
(Notice here the four values of 0. for which the formula is of order 6.) If our object were just to 
produce an accurate interpolant, one of these formulas would suffice. However, as we discuss in 
the next section, we must also estimate the error associated with the interpolant, and for this 
purpose a more uniform behavior of T6(0.) is required. After a careful study of the parameters at 
our disposal, we have chosen an interpolant that is not only uniformly of order 5, but even has 
all its truncation error coefficients ¢~)(0.) of constant sign. Moreover, all the coefficients /~i(0.) 
satisfy I/~(0.)1 ~< 1. To obtain these properties, we had to sacrifice a little accuracy. Specifically, 
the maximum of T6(0.) for 0. in [0, 1] is attained at 0. = 1/2, where it is about 7.278 x 10-6; this 
is about 2.5 times the corresponding value for the most accurate formulas. The coefficients of 
the RKS(7)13FM pair are not rational. Because they were determined to a limited accuracy, the 
coefficients of our interpolant are also determined to a limited accuracy. The coefficients presented 
here are accurate to 18 digits--more accurate coefficients are available from the authors: 
/~ (0.) = - 6.34483493928604013880. 5 + 22.13965049980940689760. 4 
- 30.06105682896664505930. 3 + 19.99900693336839706100. 2 
- 6.69101817378375956970. + 1.0, 
g,(0.) - o, 
= o, 
/;4(0.) - o, 
t;,(0.) =- o, 
/~6(0.) = - 39.61079198522025052180.5 + 116.44221495503421616510. 4 
- 121.49996277313346426230. 3 + 52.22735327929455240500.: 
- 7.61426580458726771720., 
/~7(0.) = 20.37612138087914369580"5 -- 67.14513188259571971850.4 
+ 83.17210046398477174810. 3 - 46.89191641810936215830. 2 
+ 10.72813926304288661240., 
and b9(0. ). In what follows, we presume that this has been done. 
To make f6(0.) "small", we satisfy in an approximate sense the system 
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and 
bs(~) = 7.3347098826795362023~5-16.5672243527496524646~ 4 
+ 9.5724507555993664382~ 3 - 0.1890893225010595467~ 2 
+0.5526637063753648783~, 
b9(a) = 32.8801774352459155182~ 5 - 89.9916014847245016028~ 4 
+ 87.8406057677205645007~ 3 - 35.7075975946222072821a 2 
+ 4.2186562625665153803a, 
blo(~) = - 10.1588990526426760954a 5 + 22.6237489648532849093~ 4 
- 17.4152107770762969005a3+6.2736448083240352160~ 2 
- 0.6627209125361597559~, 
bu(a) = - 12.5401268098782561200a 5 + 32.2362340167355370113a 4 
- 28.5903289514790976966a 3 + 10.3160881272450748458a 2 
- 1.2636789001135462218~, 
bl2(~) = 29.5553001484516038033~ 5 -- 82.1020315488359848644a 4 
+81.6630950584341412934tr 3 - 34.7650769866611817349~ 2 
+5.4106037898590422230~, 
b~3(a) = - 41.7923486424390588923a 5 + 116.2662185791119533462a  
- 114.9375291377009418170a 3 + 47.7457971078225540396a 2 
- 7.0321379067945741781a 
bl4(~) = 20.3006925822100825485~ 5 -- 53.9020777466385396792~ 4 
+ 50.2558364226176017553~ 3 -- 19.0082099341608028453~ 2 
+ 2.3537586759714983486a. 
4. ERROR EST IMATE 
An error estimate is crucial to our approach. At each step the code estimates the largest step 
size, hT, for which the error of the formula of order 7 will be less than the tolerance specified by 
the user. There is no question that we can find embedded formulas (4) of low orders. The difficulty 
is that the step size h7 is generally too big for these low-order formulas to be accurate. The way 
we deal with this is to estimate the step size h L for which the low-order interpolant will provide 
results of the specified accuracy. We then ask if it is more efficient to reduce h7 and step directly 
to the x for which an answer is required or to take a step of size hL and evaluate the interpolating 
polynomial at x to get the answer. We expect that h g will usually be smaller than h7, and if this 
is so, we do pay a price to obtain a result at a specific x whether we step to it or step past and 
interpolate. On the other hand, we are never worse off than taking a step of size hL and relying 
upon a "free" interpolant. This approach to ameliorating the cost of interpolation with high-order 
Runge-Kutta  formulas requires that we be able to predict hL after any step and at minimal cost. 
For this reason we seek error estimates that use only the stages formed while taking a step. 
Conventional use of a pair of  formulas, say of orders 4 and 5, produces an approximation ~,+1 
of y(xn+ ~) of order 5 and an approximation y~+l of order 4. The error in the formula of order 
4 is estimated by comparison to the formula of order 5. When interpolation is to be done, it 
is first verified that this error is acceptable. The interpolation family of formulas (4) of order 4 is 
constructed so that it is reasonable to presume that the error at points x, + ah, for 0 ~ ~ < 1, 
is not substantially worse than the error of y~ + ], which corresponds to o" = 1. We have constructed 
interpolants of order 5 embedded in the Pr ince-Dormand (7, 8) pair, and it is an easy matter to 
produce interpolants of order 4, too. Using these interpolants, we have developed an error estimate 
in the manner just described, but we present here a less general procedure because we think it 
considerably more efficient. 
The efficiency of our approach to interpolation depends on the order at which we can do the 
interpolation--the igher, the better. The difficulty with interpolating at the highest order for which 
we can construct a "free" interpolant is in estimating (predicting) its error. Two observations are 
fundamental to the scheme we present here. One is that it is not necessary to estimate the error 
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at the end of the step; estimating it at any t~ in the span of the step would do. We need this for 
a reason that is perhaps not immediately obvious: because we want to advance the integration at 
order 8 and we want the interpolant to be C t, our interpolant must be of order 8 at the end of 
the step, and we are unable to estimate its error there. The other observation is that in Section 3 
we found two points 8 in the span of the step where we were able to construct a formula of order 6. 
Using one of the "free" formulas of order 6 available at one of these points, we can estimate the 
error there of our interpolating formula of order 5. 
Of the two points where we can get a result of order 6, we chose the one nearer the end of the 
step, namely 
~- -2 -+ 14" 
The embedded formula has the form 
i f t  




There are two remaining degrees of freedom that we used to reduce the magnitudes of the 
parameters/~.. The local error of our interpolant )~, + ~, 
20 
~,(~) = (~h) . Y~ el')(q) Oi ') + O(h~), 
can be approximated in the usual way for a -d  by the computable quantity hA =.~,+~-.~,+~. 
For computational purposes it is convenient to write A as a linear combination of the stages: 
where, of course t~. = ~(/~(0) - /~) ,  
dlo = 






A = ~ t~k,, (9a) 
i - I  












The approach we take to relating the error that we estimate at 0 to the error at other tr is 
conventional, but there is no doubt that it leaves much to be desired. The sizes of truncation error 
coefficients are compared, but this does not provide a measure of the relative sizes of the errors 
because of the presence of the elementary differentials in the expansions. These quantities depend 
on the problem, and a priori we have no idea as to their sizes. One way to make a statement that 
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is a little firmer is to work with bounds. As pointed out by Gladwell et al. [3], we can bound the 
local error by 
II ¢+(~)II ~ hrx /~ f"+(a) r (+) + O(h 7) 
where 
F (6) = max II D~ 6) II 
I~<kg20 
and 1"6(a) has its usual meaning. The idea then is to compare bounds on the errors rather than 
the errors themselves. This viewof the matter again leads us to comparing the size of the truncation 
error coefficients at a, namely T6(a), to the size of the coefficients at # as a measure of the relative 
sizes of the truncation errors. As we stated in Section 3, for our interpolant the largest value of 
Tr(a) is attained at cr = 1/2. The ratio of this value to T6(#) is about 1.25, so we take 1.25 II hA II 
as a reasonable estimate of the worst error to be expected within the span of the step. A somewhat 
different bound is obtained if a different vector norm is chosen, e.g. Enright et al. [2] use a weighted 
maximum norm for this purpose. Fortunately, the conclusions are not much affected by the choice 
of norm. 
There is another way to estimate the worst error to be expected in the span of a step that is 
rather more plausible. When we constructed our interpolant, we arranged that the truncation error 
coefficients did not change sign for 0 ~< a ~< 1. Although this was done so as to obtain an interpolant 
with smooth error behavior, it suggests that a reasonable way to assess the error would be to find 
the smallest number fl such that 
¢r61"~g6)(a)l ~<fle61e~6)(e)l, 1~<k ~<20, 0~<tr ~< 1, 
and to use//II hA II as an error estimate. The fl chosen in this way for our interpolant is about 1.41, 
which is bigger than the corresponding factor resulting from the choice based on bounds. We prefer 
this factor partly because it is more conservative and partly because it strikes us as more credible. 
In conclusion, we take 1.41 II hA I1, where A is given by equation (9a), as an estimate of the worst 
error to be expected from the fifth-order interpolant. The estimate is used for two purposes. Having 
taken a step from x,_ t to x,, we can form the estimate from the stages used for the step and predict 
hE, the step size that could be used if we wish to interpolate anywhere in the span of the next step. 
It is only necessary to predict h E when the usual step size h7 would need to be reduced to provide 
an answer. This should not be a frequent event. The other purpose is to verify the prediction that 
taking a step of hL would yield a sufficiently accurate result. On trying a step of size hE, if the 
estimated error should prove to be greater than the specified tolerance, the step is to be rejected 
and tried again with new predictions in the conventional manner. As with any pair of 13 stages, 
a rejected step is expensive, so one must be conservative in predicting step sizes. 
5. EFF IC IENCY 
It is difficult to compare the efficiency of our approach to interpolation for high-order formulas 
to the "standard" one. This is not merely due to the fact that the standard approach as not yet 
resulted in published formulas for the RK8(7)13FM pair, so we cannot be explicit about the cost 
of this approach. More fundamental is the different nature of the two approaches. In this section 
we try to gain some understanding of the merits of the new approach. 
When a problem must be integrated over a "long" interval, it is usually necessary to integrate 
with a local error tolerance much smaller than the accuracy desired so as to achieve this accuracy 
at the end of the interval. This is a situation that favors high-order formulas for the integration, 
yet the interpolant need not be anything like as accurate as the specified tolerance, this being 
especially true if one just wants to plot the solution to see its behavior. In such a situation one 
might well be content simply to take steps with h 7 and use our "free" fifth-order interpolant for 
intermediate r sults. 
Let us now direct our attention to the matter of interpolants that have an accuracy throughout 
the span of the step that is at least comparable to the specified tolerance. There is an important 
distinction in the two approaches. The standard one can be applied after the fact, i.e. one can decide 
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to interpolate after the step is taken. This is valuable for the event location problem because vents 
in the span of a step are not noticed until the step is completed. Our approach is inefficient for 
such a task because we would have to repeat he step. Indeed, our approach is attractive only for 
those applications that allow us to tell from the independent variable alone that we shall want to 
interpolate in the next step. 
Granted that both approaches can be used for the task at hand, how can we compare their costs? 
It is easy enough to determine for each how far the integration is advanced per evaluation of f. 
The difficulty is that the step sizes are not related because they are chosen for methods of different 
order. To be more specific, we always predict a step size that will yield the desired accuracy at 
order 7. In the standard approach we would take this step and then do some extra evaluations to 
form an interpolant. In our approach, we take a step predicted to yield the desired accuracy at 
order 5 (though we do advance with the higher-order formula, hence get a much more accurate 
result at the end of the step than necessary). No extra evaluations are required for an interpolant 
then, but we have not advanced the integration as far. What we need is a way to quantify the 
relative efficiency of Runge-Kutta formulas of different orders, and we do not know how to do 
this. 
To come to some understanding of the efficiency of our procedure, let us imagine a way to 
proceed that involves formulas of the same order. Suppose it were possible to estimate at xn what 
step size might be taken by one of the best formulas of order 5 that has an interpolation capability, 
for example, the important pair RKV(5, 6) of Verner used in the DVERK code [8] for which 
Enright et al. [2] provide an interpolant. When interpolation is appropriate, we would take the step 
with this pair instead of the (7, 8) pair, and use the associated (conventional) interpolant to obtain 
intermediate solution values. Suppose further that it were possible on taking such a step to estimate 
what step size the (7, 8) pair could use for the next step, so that we can return to the higher order 
for continuing the integration. The first supposition is strong, but not out of the question. To our 
knowledge there is no way to accomplish the second supposition, so this procedure is hypothetical. 
Our procedure can be viewed as a way to carry out this program by resorting to a special formula 
of order 5 rather than to one of the very best formulas of this order. It is known how to say 
something useful about the relative efficiencies of the two formulas of order 5. If our scheme is 
not grossly less efficient han this hypothetical procedure, we might fairly say that our realization 
of the approach is an effective one. 
Our task now is to relate the step sizes that might be taken by two formulas of order 5. 
It is not possible to make a useful quantitative statement about this because the weighting of 
the elementary differentials in the truncation errors differ and the actual values of the elementary 
differentials depend on the problem. It has been found useful to compare the sizes of the 
weights--the truncation error coefficients. As in Section 4 this may be described as relating bounds 
on the truncation error, effectively an assumption about the relative sizes of the elementary 
differentials, or as providing an indication of "typical" behavior. In such a comparison, for a 
tolerance E the step size h taken by Verner's formula of order 5 is proportional to (E/T6) m/6. The 
size T6 of the truncation errors for this formula is about 7 x 10 -4. The step size chosen by our 
procedure is proportional to (E/(//f'6(0))) ~/6. With interpolation at order 5, as done by Enright et 
al. [2], a step with Verner's pair costs 9 evaluations of f Our approach costs 13 evaluations of f. 
The ratio of the step size per unit cost of the hypothetical scheme to that of our scheme is then 
roughly 
r = (13/9)[//f'6(0)/T6] 1/6~ 0.7. 
What this says is that using all 13 stages of the (7, 8) pair plus another from the next step allows 
us to create a very accurate formula of order 5. It is so accurate that as measured in a standard 
way, it is actually rather more efficient han one of the best formula pairs of order 5 when its cost 
is put up by interpolating in a conventional way. We would have been content if our approach 
were not grossly inefficient when compared to this hypothetical scheme; it is most gratifying that 
it is actually rather more efficient. 
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